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Комфорт и технологии GS12A1 PRO / PROFI

The information system of the on-board computer HARVEST OFFICE makes the work of 
the combine operator as effi  cient and comfortable as possible. The HARVEST OFFICE 
system helps to manage and monitor in real time the state of the main functional units 
of the combine, control the working parts, engine, transmission, the progress of work 
and service operations, and also informs about the presence of warning and emergency 
situations.

Using the AUTOSHARP system, it is possible to carry out automatic sharpening of the 
chopping drum knives from the combine cab. AUTOSHARP improves forage chopping 
quality and combine performance, while signifi cantly reducing fuel consumption, and save 
your time and money. The number of sharpening cycles is set from the control panel in 
the cab.

The front rollers of the feeder unit, made of high-quality non-magnetic stainless steel, 
have proven themselves in the most diffi  cult harvesting conditions. The lower feeder 
rollers are driven by a powerful hydraulic motor through a transmission. Thanks to this 
drive scheme, you get a reliable and steady start of the crop mass.

Many of the solutions in FS80 PRO are focused on being able to operate with minimum 
downtime and maximize your benefi t. This also applies to the DRUM PROTECT system. 
The metal detector and stone detector sensors, installed in the front lower roller, send 
signals to the electronic unit of the control panel located in the cab. The system will 
instantly stop the drive of the feeder rollers, protecting the feeder and also saving you 
valuable time.

A direct-fl ow mass feed scheme is the shortest path from the feeder rolls to the exit from 
the silage spout with an increasing fl ow rate. This scheme determines the high throughput 
with minimal fuel consumption.

The MULTI DRUM universal chopping drum with 4 rows of knives is specially designed for 
effi  cient and economical cutting. Due to the special angle of the knives in relation to the 
shear bar, an oblique and clean cut is ensured with a reduction of cutting energy costs. 
The knives, due to the angle of inclination, shift the mass from the edges to the center 
of the drum, reducing the friction of the mass against the walls of the technological path, 
thereby reducing wear and increasing the effi  ciency of the technological process.

The chopping drum DIRECT DRIVE system is carried out directly from the engine 
crankshaft. Such a scheme guarantees the highest effi  ciency of the power transmission 
and allows you to reduce the specifi c energy consumption.

To increase the operating life and reduce downtime for the repair of the chopping unit, 
special replaceable sheets of the chopping drum and the feed chamber are made of high 
wear-resistant material QUARD 500.

High quality of chopping – FS80 PRO

Time-tested feeder unit!

Comfortable workplace

The new spacious cab, developed on the basis of the LUX CAB, has a great panoramic 
view of the working area when using any adapters. The air suspension seat improves 
productivity and reduces operator fatigue. Multiple seat adjustments, a new steering 
column and steering wheel allow you to set up a comfortable working position and 
achieve maximum results throughout the work shift. In addition, thanks to the complex 
of vibration and noise insulation works, the harvesting process has become even quieter 
and more comfortable for the operator. 

The powerful lighting system of working area LED VISION provides an excellent visibility 
when working at night. Also, the location of the side mirrors has changed, which made 
it possible to reduce vibrations and improve visibility.

All ingenious – FS80 PRO



Forage harvester GOMSELMASH FS80 PRO – high quality of chopping in the most difficult conditions 
and efficient work with medium and large volumes of forage harvesting.
Mowing tall-stalked crops, including corn in any phase of grain ripeness, picking dried seeded and 
natural grasses from swaths with simultaneous chopping and loading into vehicles – all this is 
within the power of the FS80 PRO harvester.

Maize header GERION Pick-up ARGEST  Header for grass harvesting MEGAS

Folding maize header GERION Camless pick-up ARGEST

Harvesting of all types of forage crops



The new SHARKLAGE CRACKER with serrated rollers and helical groove improves the 
effi  ciency of corn crushing even at cutting lengths of around 30 mm. Thanks to the 
increased diff erence in the rotation of the rollers of the SHARKLAGE CRACKER, in 
addition to perfect grain crushing, you get an excellent eff ect of grinding the feed mass, 
which increases the area of the crushed material. This eff ect is also achieved thanks 
to the helical groove, which simultaneously gives the eff ect of longitudinal and cross-
sectional rubbing.

As a result, you get a high-quality feed mass with high digestibility rate and, as a result, 
an increase in the milk and meat productivity of your animals.

The accelerator allows you to maintain a high rate of work. The powerful fl ow of the 
chopped mass fi lls the bodies of vehicles extremely tightly, ensuring maximum use of 
their volume and reducing the number of transportations.

The 210° swivel angle of silage spout avoids diffi  cult maneuvering. The design of the 
silage spout is developed in such a way that the fl ow of the feed mass is directed 
along the optimal arc and the minimum amount of energy is consumed for its 
transportation. To increase the operating life of the silage spout in places of greatest 
load, new easily removable plates made of wear-resistant steel of increased thickness 
have been implemented in the harvester. Such solutions are aimed at the possibility 
of maximizing the effi  ciency of the harvester with minimal downtime during the most 
diffi  cult periods of harvesting forage crops.

Methods for harvesting maize silage currently diff er signifi cantly depending on the 
region and agricultural organization. “Gomselmash” responds fl exibly to new trends 
in forage harvesting. Based on your wishes, three types of сorn crackers have been 
developed for the FS80 PRO harvester, the choice of which will help you get the best 
result.

The OPTI ROLL CRACKER with serrated rollers and an optimal diameter of 196 mm 
allows for effi  cient corn crushing and cobs splitting, both for fi ne and coarse cutting. 

The MAX DISC CRACKER with a larger diameter of 200 mm and fl uted discs allows 
you to signifi cantly increase the working area, which makes it possible to eff ectively 
crush corn with larger cuts. Also, due to the increased working area of the сorn 
cracker, its productivity is increased without loss of crushing effi  ciency.

Direct mass loading

Corn crackers for all types of forage harvesting

Increasing the preservation of feed and nutrients in them is guaranteed by the dosing system of silage additive, which is included in the standard 
confi guration of the FS80 PRO harvester. Silage additives are injected into the chopped mass from an additional tank with a volume of 300 litres by 
pneumatic spraying, while the control over the consumption of additives is carried out automatically.

The ALS-SYSTEM installed on the FS80 PRO harvester gives you the possibility to make effi  cient use of working time, reducing downtime and 
maintenance time.

Optionally you have the opportunity to equip the harvester with the HARVEST HUB system for remote monitoring of parameters and operating modes. 
The system allows you to save data on the server, which optimizes the operation of the machine for you.

Additional features and useful options



● serial / ○ option    

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Model FS80 PRO
Engine

Engine model
YaMZ-65856
TMZ-8486

Engine power, kW / h.p. 331 / 450
Displacement, l 14.86 / 17.24
Arrangement and number of cylinders V8
Fuel tank capacity, l 740
Feeding unit
Width, mm 770
Number of feeder rolls, pcs 4
Metal detector, stone detector DRUM PROTECT ●
Chopping unit
Type drum type
Width of chopping cylinder, mm 780
Diameter of chopping cylinder, mm 630
Frequency of drum rotation, rpm 1 200
Number of knives on the cylinder, pcs 40
Variants of knives arrangement, pcs 20 / 40
Length of cut, mm 6-40
Adjustment of cutting length from cabin
Knives sharpening system AUTOSHARP ●
Automatic shearbar advance system AUTOGAP ●
Corn cracker
OPTI ROLL CRACKER ●
MAX DISC CRACKER ○
SHARKLAGE CRACKER ○
Silage spout
Rotation angle of silage spout, ° 210
Discharge height, mm 4 800
Silage additive tank capacity, l 300
Cabin
LUX CAB ●
ALS-SYSTEM ●
Running gear
Operating speed, km/h 12
Road speed, km/h 20
Overall dimensions and weight of harvester without header
Length / width / height, mm 6 850 / 3 400 / 4 000
Weight, kg 11 000
Headers
Maize header GERION, m 4.5
Folding maize header GERION, m 4.5
Pick-up ARGEST, m 2.7; 3.9
Camless pick-up ARGEST, m 2.7
Header for grass harvesting MEGAS, m 5.0

Gomselmash may change the specifications and design of the products described in this publication.
For more information, contact your nearest dealer.



OJSC “Gomselmash”
Shosseynaya str. 41

246004 Gomel 
Republic of Belarus

E-mail: post@gomselmash.by 
www.gomselmash.by

Management of sales and service center:
Tel.: +375 232 592231; 530852

Sales departments of agricultural machinery: 
Republic of Belarus

Tel.: +375 232 592302; 538661
         

Russian Federation
Tel.: +375 232 592022; 530841

Near abroad countries
Tel.: +375 232 591526; 591460

Far abroad countries
Tel.: +375 232 591330; 530216

Sales department of spare parts:
 Republic of Belarus

Tel.: +375 232 592237; 591180

Export
Tel.: +375 232 591310; 591574

Service  and maintenance department
Tel.: +375 232 530440


